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BERNARD ANDRES (b. 1941)

Danses D'Automne, Six Pieces for Harp

JOHN RUTTER (b. 1945)

Suite for Harp and Strings in Six Movements

I. Prelude
II. Ostinato
III. Aria
V. Chanson
VI. Rondeau

Eric Jenkins, piano

Intermission

Father John MacMillan of Barra / Lads of Mull
(2/4 march composed by Norman MacDonald / traditional Scottish reel, arr. Sheppard)
*Bríd Óg Ní Mháille*
(trad. Irish air, arr. Sheppard)

*Willie's Auld Trews / Bog An Lochan*
(trad. Scottish reel / strathspey, arr. Sheppard)

*Farley Bridge*
(slow reel composed by Duncan Chisholm, arr. Sheppard)

*False, False / Heart-Shaped Wood*
(trad. Irish air / slip jig, arr. Sheppard)